An interjection is a word or group of words that express surprise or strong feelings.

- oh, wow, ouch, oops, aha, huh

Interjections

Grade 5 Interjections Worksheet

Underline the interjections in the following sentences.

1. **Yummy!** This is my favorite dessert!
2. **Yikes!** That spider is so scary!
3. **Ugh.** I hate when I forget my homework.
4. **Oh no!** I missed the bus!
5. **Sorry,** I cannot make it to the party.
6. **No!** Say it isn't true!

Replace the interjection with one that makes more sense. Write the new interjection on the line.

_______ **Woohoo!** 1. **Ouch!** What a great party!

_________________________ 2. **Oh no!** I got the highest score on the test.

_________________________ 3. **Yummy!** This hamburger meat is rotten.

_________________________ 4. **Way to go!** Your team lost the game.

_________________________ 5. **Boo!** This movie is the best movie ever.

_________________________ 6. **Bravo!** Please stop singing this awful song.
Underline the interjections in the following sentences.

1. Yummy! This is my favorite dessert!
2. Yikes! That spider is so scary!
3. Ugh. I hate when I forget my homework.
4. Oh no! I missed the bus!
5. Sorry, I cannot make it to the party.
6. No! Say it isn’t true!

Replace the interjection with one that makes more sense. Write the new interjection on the line. Answers will vary.

1. Woohoo! What a great party!
2. Fantastic! I got the highest score on the test.
3. Gross! This hamburger meat is rotten.
4. Sorry! Your team lost the game.
5. Amazing! This movie is the best movie ever.
6. Brave! Please stop singing this awful song.